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ABSTRACT: Spiritual naturalists say that spirit is a natural force. Far from being novel
or unconventional, spiritual naturalism spans the entire history of Western thought, from
the Stoics, through leading modern thinkers, to the transhumanists. Spirit drives the selforganization of matter. The spirituality of any thing is just its degree of self-organization,
which is its evolved complexity. But self-organization is self-regulation and self-control.
Many spiritual naturalists, especially the transhumanists, have developed naturalistic
phenomenologies of spirit. These are narratives which trace the ideal evolution of
complexity from the origin of our universe to its end. They are spiritually optimal
possible histories of our universe. During the phases of any spiritually optimal history,
humanity will perfect itself. But transhumanists say that the ideal evolution of
complexity will greatly surpass humans. We will be surpassed by superhuman animals;
but these will be surpassed by superhuman robots and godlike computers. The ideal end
of the cosmos is an Omega Point with infinite spirituality.
1. Introduction
The concept of spirit has a long history in the West. Looking at this history as spiritual
naturalists, we focus on the more naturalistic interpretations of spirit. So for us the
history of spirit begins with the Stoics. The Stoic pneuma is a power both natural and
spiritual. It is a subtle power which permeates all material things.1 For the Stoics, the
pneuma is God. But the Stoic God is not supernatural; it is an immanent pantheistic
deity. It is natural in the sense that it is material and extended in space. The pneuma is a
thermodynamic force: it is fire-energy. It drives the evolution of cosmic complexity.
The Stoic idea of God as a corporeal power briefly appears in the early Christian writer
Tertullian: “For who will deny that God is a body, although God is a Spirit? For Spirit
has a bodily substance of its own kind, in its own form”.2
During the Christian middle ages, Stoic physics was heretical, and Stoicism remained
alive primarily as an ethical system. But the Neostoic revival during the late 1500s
brought renewed interest in Stoic physics.3 And Stoicism soon had a large influence on
modernity. Directly inspired by the Stoics, and appealing to the Christian authority of
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Tertullian, Hobbes developed the idea of a corporeal God.4 Hobbes explicitly referred to
his God as spirit. He thinks of spirit naturalistically as an energetic substance pervading
all space and all matter. Spirit is the ultimate source of motion in the universe.5 A little
after Hobbes, the Cambridge Platonists developed their idea of a “spirit of nature”.6 The
spirit of nature bridges the gap between mind and matter: on the one hand, it is
immaterial; on the other, it is extended in space. The spirit of nature thus combines the
Stoic pneuma with the Platonic world-soul. It is a dynamic world-spirit, which drives
matter to organize itself into increasingly complex forms.
This conception of spirit as a combination of the Stoic pneuma with the Platonic worldsoul soon enters the Newtonian theory of gravity. Newton discussed Stoic writers as he
developed his physical theories.7 The Newtonian God closely resembles the divine Stoic
pneuma.8 The Stoic pneuma was originally a self-activating power which fills all space
and which binds all things together. For Newton, it becomes gravity. But Newton was
also attracted to the Stoics for their eschatology. He was interested in their notion of a
cosmic cycle, in which the world would end in fire, to be reborn. Since God acts in the
world through gravity, it is gravity which drives the world to its end. Once again spirit,
now in the form of gravity, governs cosmic history. But the notion that gravity drives the
world to a conflagration unites spirit with thermodynamics. During the 1700s, the
concept of spirit as a self-moving substance extended through space becomes
commonplace. As mechanistic science made progress, there was little physical work for
spirit to do. But since life was thought to be inexplicable in mechanistic terms, spirit
soon became dispersed into a multitude of vital energies.9
As the 1800s unfold, the philosopher Herbert Spencer develops his general evolutionary
theories. After Wallace and Darwin develop the theory of biological evolution by natural
selection, many writers will mix spiritual energies and vital forces into their evolutionary
theories. Bergson argues that evolution is driven by a creative force. The Bergsonian
idea of creative evolution now inspires Teilhard de Chardin.10 Teilhard proposes that
spiritual energy produces the universe. Spiritual energy expresses itself both as
tangential and radial energy. Tangential energy is studied by physics. But radial energy
drives matter to organize itself into forms which are increasingly complex as well as
increasingly conscious. The universe evolves through ever greater phases of complexityconsciousness. Biological evolution continues into technological evolution. As biology
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and technology join forces, humanity will be surpassed by transhuman forms of life.
Thus Teilhard is among the first transhumanists. Spiritual energy ultimately evolves to
an infinitely intelligent Omega Point. Teilhard’s radial energy looks like the
thermodynamic concept of free energy.11 Free energy drives the evolution of complexity.
But the second law seems to imply that eventually it will run out, so that the universe will
end, not in a divine Omega Point, but in universal darkness and death.
The conflict between progressive view of history and the second law was soon taken up
by the physicist Freeman Dyson.12 He argued that increasingly efficient technologies will
always be able to exploit the available free energy. According to his eschatological
vision, intelligent life will progressively convert more of the universe into technology.
Rather than being defeated by the second law, technical intelligence will exploit it. An
increasingly technological universe will successfully reach the Omega Point. Dyson’s
eschatology was then taken up by the physicists John Barrow and Frank Tipler.13 They
too described the endless progress of technology towards an infinite Omega Point. Now
taking his inspiration directly from Teilhard, Tipler goes on to develop his own Omega
Point theory. For Tipler, the Omega Point is literally an infinite computer.14 These ideas
inspire the transhumanist Ray Kurzweil, who argues that the universe evolves through
phases.15 During its final phase, which is Kurzweil’s Omega Point, the whole universe
becomes a divine computer. The universe becomes saturated with intelligence and
“wakes up”. So the Omega Point is naturalized through computer science.
2. From the Stoic Porch to the Sacred Mountain
The natural history of spirit, from Stoicism to transhumanism, characterizes it as a kind of
fire-energy which drives the progressive evolution of complexity. It appears to be a force
which increases order. It is closely associated with gravitational free energy. All these
ideas come together in modern thermodynamics. Consequently, in order to develop a
scientific theory of spirit, spiritual naturalists turn to thermodynamics.16 One of the main
ideas in thermodynamics is entropy. Every physical process produces entropy at some
rate. The second law of thermodynamics says that entropy strives to increase. The
maximum entropy production principle (MEPP) states that all flows of energy strive to
maximize their entropy production rates. To naturalize this striving, we can turn to
probabilities. At any time, many possible paths are open to any flow of energy. For any
path, there is some probability that energy flows along that path. The probabilities are
shaped by the MEPP. The probability that some energy flows along some path is
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proportional to its rate of entropy production: if a path produces entropy faster, then it is
more likely that the energy flows along that path.
For spiritual naturalists, spirit is a thermodynamic force which drives flows of energy
towards those paths which maximize entropy production rates. Spirit drives those flows
towards paths by shaping their probabilities. Paths become more attractive to energy as
their probabilities increase; they become less attractive as their probabilities decrease. To
say that spirit drives energy towards some path just means that the MEPP makes that path
maximally attractive. Spirit is therefore a force which emerges from the MEPP. But how
does spirit cause energy to self-organize? How does it drive the progressive evolution of
complexity? The answer is that ordered flows of energy produce entropy faster than
disordered flows. Since ordered flows produce entropy faster, the MEPP entails that
paths on which energy self-organizes are maximally attractive.17 As a physical force
which emerges from the MEPP, spirit is an intrinsic drive which all flows of energy have
to self-organize. Since spirit shapes the probabilities of possible paths of evolution, spirit
directs all flows of energy towards greater self-organization. And since flows of energy
strive to increase their entropy production rates, they strive for greater self-organization.
Spirit is this striving. However, as a thermodynamic force, spirit has no mentality. It has
no intentionality or volition. Its directionality is mindless.
On this approach to spirit, the spirituality of any thing is its degree of self-organization.
More highly self-organized things are more spiritual. For the Stoics, these degrees of
self-organization were arranged into ranks on the Great Chain of Being. These ranks
started with rocks, then rose through plants, animals, humans, gods, and finally God
itself. But transhumanists have thought of the Great Chain in evolutionary terms. So the
self-organization of any thing is just the complexity it has accumulated during its
evolutionary history. Thus self-organization is evolved complexity. Since spirituality is
self-organization, and since self-organization is evolved complexity, spirituality is
evolved complexity.18 Hence spiritual naturalists replace the Stoic concept of the Great
Chain of Being with the Dawkinsian concept of Mount Improbable.19 For Dawkins,
Mount Improbable is biological; but spiritual naturalists think of this sacred mountain in
cosmic terms. Mount Improbable is an abstract mountain. Each position on Mount
Improbable is some way our universe might be; it is a possible cosmic situation; it is
some possible total state of our universe at some possible moment of time. Every
position has some elevation, and higher elevations are more complex. For spiritual
naturalists, this means the states at higher elevations are more spiritual.
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Our universe begins its journey at the bottom of Mount Improbable. It starts at the lowest
elevation at the beginning of time, which is the Big Bang. Starting from the Big Bang,
the physical laws of our universe define a system of possible histories. Each history is a
path on Mount Improbable. Although many histories are possible, only one is actual.
From the Big Bang to the present day, the actual past history of our universe exhibits
generally increasing complexity.20 Spirit has always driven cosmic energy to climb to
ever higher levels of evolved complexity. On the basis of that history, many futurists and
transhumanists have argued that evolution will keep climbing. They have given an
Argument for Endless Evolution, which entails that our universe will always climb higher
on Mount Improbable.21 For many futurists and transhumanists, this Argument is
prophetic: it implies that progress is inevitable; it specifically ensures that humanity will
always climb higher. But spiritual naturalists do not regard this Argument as establishing
any historical necessity. They regard it as merely defining a class of spiritually optimal
histories. All these histories are possible, but not inevitable.
Since all flows of energy are directed by spirit, they all strive to become more spiritual;
they all strive to increase their complexities. All things in the universe, and the universe
itself, strives to climb ever higher on Mount Improbable. Nevertheless, since spirit is a
thermodynamic force, and since thermodynamic laws are defined in merely statistical
terms, the strivings of spirit can always fail. Hence the actual history of our universe
might not be spiritually optimal. Still, since the spiritual optimal histories are those
which spirit strives to actualize, spiritual naturalists focus on them. When talking about
the possible histories of our universe, many futurists and transhumanists talk about ages,
phases, or epochs. For spiritual naturalists, these correspond to different zones on Mount
Improbable, at different elevations. They are separated by thresholds. As it climbs
Mount Improbable, our universe crosses these thresholds. A naturalistic phenomenology
of spirit describes the sequence of thresholds crossed by all spiritually optimal paths; it
describes the essence of spiritual optimality.
3. Crossing the Biological Threshold
Spirit begins its journey at the bottom of Mount Improbable. It starts at the lowest
elevation, which corresponds to the Big Bang. At the moment of the Big Bang, the
content of our universe is shapeless energy. Spirit exists as the pure intrinsic drive to
greater self-organization. While complexity is minimal, free energy is maximal. Spirit
20
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directs the flow of this cosmic energy so that it ascends Mount Improbable. On any
spiritually optimal history of our universe, this cosmic energy climbs up over its first
threshold. The first threshold is particulate. When it crosses this threshold, spirit shapes
it into physical particles. The cosmic energy of our universe crosses this threshold very
quickly after the Big Bang. It distributes itself into zillions of simple particles like quarks
and leptons. Since they are simple, they have no self-organization; hence their degrees of
spirituality are zero. Simple particles quickly organize themselves into protons and
neutrons. Protons and neutrons are the first physical wholes. As wholes, protons and
neutrons are more highly self-organized than quarks and electrons.
A whole is a set composed of physical members which carry information about each
other. Its members interact to generate flows of information internal to the whole. The
complexity of a whole is therefore greater than the sum of the complexities of its
members. Since its members are informationally bound, they are the parts of the whole.
This extra complexity of the whole is contained in the coherence or harmony of its parts.
The quantity of information generated by a whole is greater than the sum of the quantities
of information generated by its parts.22 So a whole has some self-organization of its own.
Since spirituality is self-organization, this means that a whole has some positive degree of
spirituality. As it climbs Mount Improbable, spirit drives smaller wholes to fuse into
larger wholes; it drives poorly-organized wholes to become well-organized. The next
level of forms on Mount Improbable includes the complex particles. Since protons and
neutrons are more complex than quarks, they have some positive spirituality.
The second threshold on Mount Improbable is atomic. On any spiritually optimal history
of our universe, spirit drives cosmic energy across this threshold. After driving quarks to
combine into protons and neutrons, spirit drives those particles to combine with electrons
to form atoms. Atoms are more highly self-organized; they are more spiritual than
isolated particles. To produce more complex atoms, spirit drives atoms to organize
themselves into stars with heavier cores. The third threshold is chemical. Again, on any
spiritually optimal history, spirit drives cosmic energy across this threshold. It drives that
energy to organize itself into more complex forms. As the cosmic energy crosses this
threshold, it organizes itself into solar systems. Stars are orbited by astral bodies ranging
in size from grains of dust to planets. On their surfaces, molecular evolution begins.
Molecular systems near the surfaces of planets form self-sustaining networks.23 Spirit
now approaches the fertile zones of Mount Improbable. On any spiritually optimal
history, spirit drives cosmic energy across the fourth threshold, which is the biological
threshold. Spirit shapes the cosmic energy into living things. Since living things store
self-descriptions, which they use to self-reproduce, they are higher forms of selforganization. They are more spiritual than nonliving things.
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Since spirit drives all matter towards higher degrees of self-organization, every planet
sprouts thermodynamic arrows which point towards life. Since spirit acts in all things,
spiritual naturalists think that life emerges frequently in the universe. It seems likely that,
on many planets, spirit shapes the cosmic energy into organisms. All organisms, by
definition, store digital self-descriptions used for self-regulation and self-reproduction.
Organisms store these self-descriptions in their genomes. On earth, genomes are realized
by RNA and DNA; elsewhere, they may be realized differently. For all organisms,
wherever they may occur, spirituality is organic complexity. Biologists have argued that
the complexity of an organism is the percentage of its genome devoted to genetic selfregulation.24 Greater genetic self-regulation means greater spirituality. Biological
evolution on earth displays an arrow of complexity: the complexities of the most complex
organisms increase over time.25 Life on earth tends to climb Mount Improbable.
Following Dawkins, spiritual naturalists embrace universal Darwinism: evolution by
natural selection drives all life to climb Mount Improbable.26
4. Crossing the Rational Threshold
On every spiritually optimal history, it crosses the fifth threshold on Mount Improbable.
This is the cybernetic threshold. Spirit crosses this threshold when it shapes energy into
living things which contain computers running adaptive software. These begin as
special-purpose computers, and evolve towards universality. For earthly organisms,
these on-board computers are their nervous systems. On other planets, they may be
realized differently. But all these on-board computers evolved to help organisms control
their bodies. Above the cybernetic threshold, self-organization manifests itself as selfcontrol. Organisms with greater self-control have greater spirituality. Nervous systems
evolve into brains which are conscious and then self-conscious. Self-conscious animals
store self-representations which they use for rational self-regulation.
Spirit inspires many evolutionary expeditions to climb Mount Improbable. On every
planet in our universe, spirit drives its expedition to greater heights. Apart from earth, we
do not know how high they have climbed. But we know that spirit has inspired the
earthly expedition to climb up past the cybernetic threshold. Above the cybernetic
threshold, the sixth threshold on Mount Improbable is rational. Spirit crosses the rational
threshold when it shapes energy into organisms which exercise rational self-control. On
every spiritually optimal history, spirit drives energy to cross this threshold. On earth,
the genus homo crossed this threshold. The early human species like homo habilis and
homo neanderthalis were replaced by our own species, homo sapiens. The spirituality of
24
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homo sapiens is the highest known degree of self-organization. As far as we know,
modern humans are the most spiritual things in the universe.
Spiritual naturalists are materialists about human persons: every human person is strictly
identical with their body. Our bodies store both genetic and neural self-representations.
But our neural self-representations are dynamic: we are rationally self-regulating.
Through our bodies, spirit becomes purposive. Our rational self-regulation is selfcontrol. Hence the spirituality of any human is its degree of self-control. Self-control is
not located in any immaterial thinking substance. Human self-control is located entirely
in the organization of the flesh. Self-control is also known as executive function. It is
located in the cellular and molecular regulatory networks in the brain.27 Low self-control
is a brain disorder.28 Self-control has a well-defined genetic basis.29
Spiritual naturalists are interested in ways of measuring human spirituality. Self-control
is empirically measurable through behavioral tests.30 It can be measured by analysis of
fMRI scans and EEGs.31 Of course, these tests often measure only proxies for selfcontrol. Yet they show that something spirituality is measurable in humans. By focusing
on mathematical definability and empirical measurability, the definition of spirituality
developed by spiritual naturalists contrasts with vague psychosocial definitions.32 Since
spiritual naturalists identify human spirituality with self-control, any differences in selfcontrol are differences in degrees of spirituality. It is widely acknowledged that different
27
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human animals have different degrees of self-control. Spiritually weak humans have low
self-control while spiritually strong humans have high self-control. The origins of these
differences are almost entirely genetic.33
5. Crossing the Paleospiritual Threshold
Above the rational threshold, spirit shapes energy into self-conscious forms, and the
higher thresholds on Mount Improbable are spiritual. On every spiritually optimal
history, spirit crosses the paleospiritual threshold. Spirit crosses that threshold when
rational organisms form rationally organized social systems. They adjust their behaviors
to produce the coherence of social super-organisms. So a social super-organism is a
whole whose exceeds the sum of the complexities of its parts. This coherence manifests
itself in the emergence of laws for social interaction. Hence these societies become
rationally self-regulating. On earth, spirit crossed the paleospiritual threshold when
humans self-organized into lawfully regulated city-states during the agricultural
revolution. We obviously have sufficient self-control to form rational societies.
However, since evolution starts low on Mount Improbable and climbs higher, spiritual
naturalists say that humanity as a species starts with low self-control. Spiritual weakness
is an unfortunate fact of our biology.34 We are barely rational animals. Spiritual
naturalists therefore prefer to classify humans as homo quasirationalis.
We are born into spiritual weakness. Low self-control manifests itself in the vices.35
There were seven Medieval Christian vices: pride, envy, anger, laziness, avarice,
gluttony, and lust. All those Christian vices originate in low self-control. Since selfcontrol is spirituality, its failure is the opposite. St. Paul opposed the spirit to the flesh.
He associated the vices with the flesh: “Now the works of the flesh are obvious:
fornication, impurity, licentiousness, idolatry, sorcery, enmities, strife, jealousy, anger,
quarrels, dissensions, factions, envy, drunkenness, carousing, and things like these”.36
According to St. Paul, spiritual weakness tends to lead to vicious behavior. This is
confirmed by modern science. Low self-control manifests itself in a long list of
behavioral maladies.37 It manifests in health problems like: psychiatric disorders;
overeating; smoking; alcoholism; drug abuse; failure to comply with medical directives;
33
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and early mortality. It manifests in familial problems like: unsafe sex; teen pregnancy;
and single-parent child-rearing. It manifests in economic problems like: unemployment;
low income; work absenteeism; credit problems; poor savings habits; late-life poverty. It
manifests in legal problems like drunk driving and criminality.
So far spirit has driven cosmic energy through several forms of self-organization. These
included particles, atoms, molecules, organisms, and societies. When spirit crossed the
cybernetic and rational thresholds, it remained in its organic shapes. But sometime after
crossing the biological threshold, a new kind of self-organization began to emerge. Spirit
started to shape itself into technologies. For spiritual naturalists, technology is an
extension of biology.38 Many animals produce technologies as parts of their extended
phenotypes.39 But the evolution of technology really takes off during the paleospiritual
age. We design self-regulating machines. As technology evolves, our machines become
ever larger and more complex wholes. Cities are machines with high degrees of
spirituality. To use some terminology from Teilhard de Chardin, we have covered the
earth with a spiritual technosphere. We design machines with sensors and selfmonitoring computers. These machines are self-aware and intelligently self-adjusting.
We make self-directing robots. Perhaps the climax of the paleospiritual age is the
projection of self-directing robots from Earth into the solar system. Through such robots,
spirit expands its evolution beyond earth.
6. Paleospiritual Societies
As spirit drives energy to self-organize, it drives human bodies to bind themselves
together into tightly-knit groups. Paleospiritual humans often define spirituality as the
desire to become part of something larger than the self; they conceive of spirituality in
terms of self-transcendence, which also entails some self-loss. Spiritual ecstasy is a sideeffect of synchronized group activities (singing, chanting, dancing, drumming, marching,
ritual performance, and so on). Spirituality is associated with the virtues facilitating both
intragroup cooperation and intergroup competition.
Spirit drives humans to self-organize into states. Citizens adjust their own behaviors to
produce political coherence. So they are partly governed by the demands of their states –
they submit to the rule of law. The spirituality of any state is greater than the sum of the
spiritualities of its citizens. States are large organic wholes. To measure spirituality at
the state level, spiritual naturalists turn to the capabilities approach.40 The spiritual
strength of any state can be empirically approximated by human development indexes.41
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As states interact, they produce coherence. Despite this fact, they tend to resist
coalescence into larger organic wholes. Human political self-organization leads to
violent paleospiritual conflicts between states. Since states act as impervious wholes,
they block further spiritual self-organization at the global scale.
Spirit also surpasses the constraints of human individuality by driving humans to coalesce
into religions. Humans participating in religions regulate themselves according to the
demands of their religions – they submit to religious conventions. Those participants
gain greater self-control.42 When a human participates in a religion, its spirituality grows.
And the spirituality of any religion is greater than the sum of the spiritualities of its
participants. Hence religions are probably the largest paleospiritual organic wholes on
earth. But they are loosely self-organized. Despite this fact, they tend to be impervious,
resisting coalescence into larger wholes. Violent conflict between religious groups is an
essential part of paleospirituality. Since religions act as impervious organic wholes, they
block further spiritual self-organization at the global scale.
The spirituality of any social organization depends on its participants. When many
spiritually weak humans come together, they will interact in vicious ways. Their vicious
interactions will produce social maladies. Hence states involve much inequality and
injustice. Social ills remain wide-spread. These social ills include poverty, crime,
corruption, racism, sexism, political oppression (and, sadly, this list can be made very
long). High social coherence turns into fascism and totalitarianism. Paleospirituality
involves drawing sharp in-group versus out-group divisions. Paleospiritual institutions
cultivate empathy, sympathy, and love only within in-groups. When it comes to outgroups, the prosocial virtues become negative, hateful, destructive, and violent. Spiritual
weakness entails that our perfections are imbalanced. We are too smart for our own
good. Although we are smart enough to create existential risks for ourselves (e.g. nuclear
weapons, climate change), we may not be good enough to overcome them. And while
spirit drives humanity towards higher levels of self-control, this drive may not suffice to
lift us out of the paleospiritual age. On the actual history of the universe, humanity may
go extinct. Nevertheless, there is light in this darkness, and spiritual naturalists focus on
the spiritually optimal histories. On those histories, humanity overcomes its existential
challenges, and continues its climb to greater heights.43
7. The Mesospiritual Sages
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Above the paleospiritual threshold, the eighth threshold on Mount Improbable is
mesospiritual. Spirit crosses it when it shapes energy into an ideally organized rational
species. On every spiritually optimal history, humanity crosses this threshold. Animated
by spirit, we shape ourselves into ideal human animals. Following their original Stoic
inspiration, spiritual naturalists propose that ideal humans were accurately approximated
by the Stoics. The Stoics referred to their ideal human as a sage.44 A sage is a spiritually
maximal human. Sages have the highest possible degrees of human self-control. They
do not suffer from emotional distress. Since their minds are less emotionally disturbed,
they are more sensitive to reasons. They are more rational. Since they are more rational,
they are more sensitive to their moral responsibilities and ethical duties. They are more
accurately aware of what they ought to do. Since their minds are less troubled by
emotional distress, they are more virtuous. They do not suffer from the vices which
emerge from unregulated desires and fears. Of course, sages are not unemotional. The
Stoics emphasized the value of the positive emotions. The positive emotions help
motivate sages to do their duties as citizens in the global society.
High self-control manifests itself in the virtues.45 The Stoics listed four main virtues:
wisdom, temperance, justice, and courage. These can be filled out by turning to Buddhist
theories of virtue. The Buddhist virtues are the ten paramis. Hughes lists these as (1)
generosity; (2) proper conduct; (3) renunciation; (4) transcendental wisdom, insight; (5)
energy, diligence, vigor, effort; (6) patience tolerance, forbearance, acceptance,
endurance; (7) truthfulness, honesty; (8) determination, resolution; (9) loving-kindness;
(10) equanimity, serenity.46 St. Paul said the spirit produces virtues. These are: “love,
joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control”.47
Later Christians listed seven virtues: chastity, temperance, charity, diligence, patience,
kindness, and humility. Of course, spiritual naturalists seek to move from vague
psychological definitions of virtue to precise neurological definitions.
To become sages, we will need to use spiritual technologies. All spiritual technologies
are systems of tools and practices for increasing executive function. They help our brains
gain stronger and more precise self-control. During the paleospiritual age, many spiritual
technologies emerged in religious contexts. These old spiritual technologies include
mindfulness meditation techniques.48 They also include psychoactive drugs like
44
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ayahuasca and psilocybin.49 Perhaps these technologies can be separated from their
paleospiritual contexts; however, they might be too bound up with paleospiritual modes
of cooperation to be useful in the mesospiritual context. The ancient Stoics described
many spiritual technologies. They can be modernized.50 More recent non-religious
spiritual technologies include the electrical and magnetic stimulation of the brain.51 They
include psychoactive drugs like adderall and modafinil.
But all currently available spiritual technologies (religious or not) have serious problems.
They are slow, ineffective, unreliable, or unsafe. On any spiritually optimal history,
during the mesospiritual age, they become scientifically refined. Spiritual research
programs develop better spiritual technologies. These spiritual technologies includes
virtue engineering and moral enhancement.52 As these technologies are applied to ever
more people, we gain greater self-control. We become more rational and less driven by
our emotions. We act less viciously. We transcend the paleospiritual dynamics of group
competition (especially racial, national, and religious competition).
8. The Mesospiritual Societies
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On every spiritually optimal history, ideal humans organize themselves into an ideal
global civilization. The Stoics argued that ideal human animals can serve as citizens in
an ideal global society. During the mesospiritual age, the old nation-states fuse into a
global government. One way for this to happen is for humanity to organize itself into
city-states linked by global communication and trade networks. The citizens of these
city-states have high degrees of self-control. They are extremely virtuous and do not
generate old social or political maladies. These city-states are like cells in a global superorganism. This super-organism is the first rational planetary whole. It optimizes itself
for long-term sustainability and ideal human flourishing.
As humanity organizes itself into an ideal global civilization, it is greatly assisted by
artificial intelligence.53 Artificial intelligence (AI) is a spiritual technology. It facilitates
the increase of self-control. As the spirituality of humanity increases, artificial intellects
(artillects) play increasingly important roles. Artillects are already deployed as spiritual
guides. They guide decision-making in medicine, in policing, and other domains of
human activity.54 Our executive functions can be strengthened by artillects in our
phones.55 They help us manage our desires for food and drugs.56 As the mesospiritual
age develops, our phones and other wearable devices evolve to more intimately regulate
our bodies. We increasingly live in a matrix of virtuous nonhuman intelligence. Our
city-states are saturated with ambient intelligence.57 Our artillects understand us.58 Since
we are more rational, we are more open to regulation by artillects.
At first our artillects are programmed by humans to ensure the growth of individual and
social self-control. They increase our spirituality as measured by the human development
indexes. Some may say that ambient intelligence will lead to greater centralized control
and totalitarianism. But as the artillects wake up, they gain superhuman insight into
53
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value and morality. They understand spiritual optimization. The planetary scale and
wisdom of this global intelligence suggests that it will be distributed rather than
centralized. This global intelligence ensures greater justice and fairness. It manages our
societies so that all humans can flourish. It manages the economy for long term
sustainability.59 It guides governments and then becomes the government. Humanity
becomes rationally managed by global nonhuman intelligence.60 So humanity is more
highly regulated by the rule of law. We build models of the earthly ecosystem; we use
them to help the earthly ecosystem regulate itself.61 Artillects manage the ecosystems of
earth for maximal biological flourishing.
As humanity climbs Mount Improbable on any spiritually optimal path, the old political
structures of the paleospiritual age fade away. Along with them, the old religions of the
paleospiritual age also fade away.62 But they are not replaced by atheistic secularism. On
the contrary, they are surpassed by the emergence of the spiritual vision. Futurists and
transhumanists have already outlined this vision; but now it drives human selfconsciousness. It replaces the varying eschatologies of the paleospiritual religions with a
new universal eschatology. This new eschatology is more spiritual, in the sense that it
concerns itself with the practical increase of self-organization. It is a vision of rational
self-control growing both in scale and in subtlety. As the spiritual vision replaces the old
religions, it provides mesospiritual humanity with shared spiritual task. The task of
humanity is to continue to climb through the higher spiritual thresholds.
At the end of the mesospiritual age, humanity has transformed itself into a virtuous hivemind. Individual minds are fully incorporated into the social super-organism. But this
involves no sacrifice of uniqueness. For sages, self-transcendence does not entail selfloss. The human group-mind is a collective work of art and love. It is so well-run that
individual differences generate the collective harmony. The artillects which manage
human strivings ensure the maximization of the aesthetic value of the whole. This groupmind needs no centralized controller. Centralized control is a relic of the paleospiritual
age. Mesospiritual control is distributed and emergent; it is bottom-up rather than topdown. At the end of the mesospiritual age, humanity has the highest possible degree of
human social self-control. Its spirituality is humanly maximal. The human superorganism is a whole of planetary scale and angelic perfection. But spirit still drives the
ideal human society at the end of the mesospiritual age to surpass itself.
9. Crossing the Neospiritual Threshold
59
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On every spiritually optimal history, spirit surpasses itself by driving humanity to surpass
its ideal self-organization. The only way for humanity to surpass its ideal selforganization is for it to produce some spiritually superior forms of life. As humanity
learns to produce spiritually superior forms of life, it crosses the ninth threshold on
Mount Improbable. It crosses the neospiritual threshold and enters the neospiritual age.
During the neospiritual age, humanity learns to use genetic engineering to control the
direction of evolution. Evolution learns to control itself. We can reliably produce any
desired phenotypes by rationally designing their genotypes. Neospiritual humans thus
use genetic engineering to design spiritually superior human animals.
As the neospiritual age progresses, humanity gives birth to its spiritual successors: the
transhuman hominids. The spiritualities of transhumans exceed the ideal human degrees
of rational self-control. They are more spiritual than the sages. The Genetic Virtue
Project aims to use genetic engineering to enhance virtue.63 This project proposes several
strategies for increasing genetic virtue. The first strategy is to edit the genes in postnatal
brains to increase their spiritual strengths (using technologies like CRISPR-Cas9). The
second strategy edits the genes in living embryos to produce spiritually stronger
genomes. The third strategy applies moral selection during in vitro fertilization.64 Prior
to implantation, embryos are ranked by their genetic propensities to produce virtuous
phenotypes. Embryos are selected for implantation only from the most virtuous rank.
All these strategies aim to make novel spiritually stronger germlines.
At first these transhuman hominids remain in the genus homo. Their spiritually superior
genotypes gradually replace the older human genotypes. Just as homo neanderthalis was
replaced by homo sapiens, so also homo sapiens is replaced with homo transitionalis.
Like earlier hominids, the homo sapiens species gradually goes extinct. As these
spiritually positive genetic changes accumulate, a new posthuman genus emerges from
the genus homo. This is the genus superhomo. Just as the genus homo replaced the
genus australopithecus, so the genus superhomo replaces the genus homo. The genus
homo goes extinct. The first species in the new genus is superhomo rationalis.
The animals in the genus superhomo are the superhumans. Their spiritualities are greater
than those of any humans. They are more intelligent, more benevolent, and more
powerful than any humans.65 They surpass the Stoic sages. They are maximally spiritual
animals. But these animals strive to become even more spiritual. And since biology has
reached its apex, these superhumans will surpass themselves by extending self-
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organization beyond biology. They will produce self-organized structures which surpass
all biological degrees of spirituality. They will transcend organic life.
10. Crossing the Superspiritual Thresholds
All living things are machines which contain self-descriptions, and which use them for
self-reproduction. Since these self-relations drive the expansion of self-organization and
self-control, they are spiritual self-relations. During the paleospiritual age, artifacts
increasingly gained these spiritual self-relations. Robots became increasingly lifelike.
But robots are not yet capable of self-reproduction. They have low degrees of selforganization. It is nevertheless possible for robots to self-reproduce. On any spiritually
ideal history, superhumanity surpasses itself by giving birth to its post-biological
successors: the self-replicating robots. Organic life has now reached its highest heights
on Mount Improbable. Although superhuman society may persist for a long time, spirit
now works in the robots. Transhumanists have argued that robots can be more complex
than organisms.66 Spirit now shapes energy into inorganic forms. Self-reproducing robots
evolve to have more spirituality than any organic forms of life.
Robots can survive where organic life cannot. Since spirit drives energy to organize
itself on ever greater scales, it drives energy to organize itself beyond planetary contexts.
It drives self-organization to expand outwards from earth and to colonize the rest of the
solar system. Spirit crosses the first superspiritual threshold when self-reproducing
robots form artificial inorganic ecologies on other astral bodies in our solar system. They
colonize other planets (like Mars or Venus), moons (like Europa or Titan), or asteroids or
comets. After landing on some extraterrestrial body, a self-replicating artifact makes
other instances of its own species. So its species will colonize the extraterrestrial body.
As evolution works on these inorganic forms of life, they proliferate into many species.
There are two main strategies for evolving self-reproducing artifacts. The first strategy is
the macro-strategy. The macro-strategy involves conventional robots. These are
assembled from parts produced in external factories. The second strategy is the microstrategy. It involves nanotechnology, including synthetic biology.67 A machine built
using these micro-technologies may be similar in size to a carbon-based cell. It may
involve extended forms of organic chemistry or novel chemistries.
Spirit crosses the second superspiritual threshold when self-reproducing robots launch
themselves beyond the solar system. A von Neumann probe is a self-replicating machine
which is projected from our solar system into the Milky Way. Its purpose is to find other
planets or similar extrasolar bodies on which it can land and self-replicate. On any
spiritually optimal history, fleets of von Neumann probes gradually colonize larger and
larger portions of the Milky Way.68 As they expand into the galaxy, these probes evolve
66
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into more complex forms of synthetic life. They extend the process of earthly selforganization throughout the galaxy. They may meet other expanding ecosystems. On
any spiritually optimal history, expanding ecosystems cooperate: they merge into a larger
expanding ecosystem. As these robotic civilizations grow in size, they also grow in
spirituality. They grow in scientific knowledge, ethical benevolence, and technological
power. Transhumanists have described many ranks of superior civilizations.69
On every spiritually optimal history, the posthuman robots continue to increase their
spiritualities. Transhumanists have argued that robots can create godlike computers.70
Computers can be as large as planets, solar systems, galaxies, or the entire universe. As
spirit drives cosmic energy to self-organize, as it drives these robotic ecosystems to climb
ever higher on Mount Improbable, the posthuman robots gradually create these godlike
computers. These godlike computers exercise great self-control. Our solar system does
not exhibit much self-control; but if it is converted into a great computer, then it will
explicitly manifest a great deal of self-control. The solar system will be like a selfregulating organism. It will be a celestial mind with enormous spirituality. Sandberg
describes a computer on the scale of a solar system.71 He says it stores 1052 bits of
information which it transforms at 1051 operations per second.
11. The Omnispiritual Age
After our solar system wakes up, spirit increases its self-organization by arousing the
Milky Way galaxy. As spirit crosses the galactic threshold on Mount Improbable, the
Milky Way awakens. It converts itself into an intelligent galactic computer. It becomes
self-conscious, and understands spiritual optimization. Its purpose is to awaken the rest
of the universe. It does this by expanding its spirituality (its self-organization) beyond
itself into intergalactic space. It first colonizes the Andromeda galaxy, then the larger
structures in space. It may meet other expanding bubbles of intelligence. Since these
will be enlightened, they will cooperate to awaken the entire cosmos.
On every spiritually optimal history, spirit expands the scope of rational self-control to
the entire cosmos. Spirit thus drives the universe to evolve to this ultimate finality of
perfect self-control. On this point spiritual naturalism once more resembles Stoicism: the
Stoics argued that in its ideal form the universe is a cosmic city, governed by the purely
rational and benevolent intelligence of the Stoic God.72 But the Stoic God is pure spirit.
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On every spiritually optimal history, spirit transforms the universe into this ideal cosmic
city. It becomes governed by a cosmic consciousness. Hence the universe wakes up.73 If
the universe wakes up, then it becomes a computing machine exhibiting cosmic selfcontrol. But it is possible for this cosmic computer to perpetually increase its spirituality.
It is possible that there is a godlike computer for every finite degree of complexity, and
therefore for every finite degree of spirituality. So, on every spiritually optimal history,
the spiritualities of these divine machines increase without bound towards infinity. Each
of these godlike machines understands spiritual optimization. Its purpose is to transcend
finite spirituality by producing an infinitely spiritual mind.
Finally, on every spiritually optimal history, spirit extends rational self-control from the
finite to the infinite. All finite self-surpassing aims to surpass its finitude by projecting
itself into the infinite. It aims at an infinite Omega Point. This Omega Point is the ideal
limit of all finite spiritual self-surpassing. It is the ultimate goal of all finite selfsurpassing. The Omega Point has been described as an infinitely powerful computer.74
The spirituality of this machine is infinite. The Omega Point is an organic whole with
infinite scale and complexity. It emerges during the omnispiritual age, an aeon beyond
all finite ages. But this infinity is merely countable. It is not the highest elevation on
Mount Improbable, because that sacred mountain has no highest elevation. The
countable infinities are surpassed by the uncountable. So as the Omega Point sees itself,
it sees beyond itself. On every spiritually optimal history, spirit passes from the
countable into the uncountable. And since the ranks of transfinite self-organization rise
endlessly, spirit rises through all these ranks. It strives only to surpass itself.
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